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RIDGEWOOD, NJ, December 2, 2018 

As part of its ongoing mission to enable broker dealers to generate profitable growth, Castine has partnered with 
multiple brokers to solve an industry-wide problem: giving management timely and easy access to all clients’ 
execution rate history and proposed new rates. 
 
Castine’s Rate Card Pilot tackles several industry-wide issues: 
 

• A senior manager is on a call with a major client to negotiate new execution rates but is flying blind. Other 
than digging into the intricate internal systems, there’s no way to see a client’s rate history or commission 
volumes. 
 

• Sales is trying to track a client’s proposed new rates but has to circulate a spreadsheet to multiple people 
with no effective control of the distribution or decision-making process. 
 

• There’s no way to model proposed new rates against forecasted new business to see what the impact is. 
 

• When new rates are put in place, it’s very hard to see how actual trading volumes – across markets, asset 
classes, trade types, risk levels, etc. are actually playing out. How can one hold a client accountable 
without information to show what’s happening? 
 

The Real Issue – No way to pull the necessary information from existing massive and layered technology 
infrastructure to give actionable answers to those in the field and working directly with clients and prospects. 

 
How Castine’s Rate Card Pilot solves this problem: 
 

 An on-the-go consolidation of any client’s rate and trading information: instant answers 
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 Operates cross-markets and cross-asset classes: no more digging into multiple systems for a simple 
answer 

 Up-to-date with the most recent rate proposals and history, agreements, and trades: avoids 
embarrassment from old data supporting new questions 

 Models proposed rates against suggested new forecast volumes: see the impact vs. just guessing 
 Lets client-facing management and their teams have intelligent conversations with clients and make 

informed decisions: simplify complex discussions and get to agreements faster 
 
The Result – Execution rates that make sense for the firm, optimize client profitability AND the ability to track 
promised volumes vs actual on an ongoing basis. 
 
Castine has developed the Rate Card Pilot to provide your client-facing teams with everything they need to know 
about a client’s rates, whether in the past, current, or proposed for the future. Easily track all rate change 
requests, rate negotiations, and tickler notes. Most importantly, accurately modeling the impact of rate changes 
leveraging historical or projected trades and trade volume.  
 
Don’t put yourself in the situation where you have to delay a client meeting or sales discussion just because you 
have to repeatedly check with your technical team to find out what a rate is or to get a complete overview of all 
rates for all markets. Rather than worry how to get to the numbers buried deep inside your servers, use Pilot to 
get your answers quickly and easily. When you’re preparing for a meeting you can use your tablet, PC, or Mac to 
review a client’s history instantly, including all of the historical rates, promises from clients, and even actual vs 
forecast numbers based on prior negotiations.  
 
Being able to model out a client’s proposed new rates and lay them up against their promises for increased 
volumes of business (in any market and for any asset class) gives you the resources you need to better handle 
tough and agile clients. Pilot supports unlimited numbers of models.  
 

Better Rates. Heightened Accuracy. Clearer Context. Empowered Impact 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

About Castine 

The Castine C3 platform of integrated modules lets clients focus on specific areas where gains can be quickly realized 
with the confidence that the suite can grow as their needs change.  

Modules include compliance; commission management, research consumption, pricing, and reviews; trader and 
adviser compensation. 

Offices in New Jersey, London, and Buenos Aires 

Click Here For More Information 


